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CHEMICAL SITE
SAXONY-ANHALT
HERE THE CHEMISTRY IS RIGHT.
Saxony-Anhalt forms the core of the Central German chemical triangle and is one of the most attractive locations for the chemical industry worldwide.
HERE is the Who's Who of the international chemical industry at home. A mixture of global players and innovative small and medium-sized companies shape the face of the industry
in the state and have always been working on developments in the chemistry of tomorrow.
Traditionally, Saxony-Anhalt offers the complete value chain from basic chemicals to the processing industry. In the fields of polymer synthesis, agrochemicals as well as fine and
specialty chemicals, the state has developed into a leading competence center. A distinctive raw materials network, supported by the state's 5 chemical parks, creates profitable
synergy opportunities.
Universities, technical colleges and specialized training centers provide the necessary up-and-coming generation of specialists, while numerous research institutes are dedicated to
the issues of improved processes and new products. Well-established clusters and networks bundle the industry's competencies
> Overview of Saxony-Anhalt's competencies in research, education and network

Future topics in chemical industry
Chemistry is behind much of what makes our daily lives better, is the basis of economic production and last but not least, science very often cannot do without chemical processes,
solutions or material developments. Innovations in chemistry open up the possibilities of tomorrow's world. In Saxony-Anhalt, companies, research institutions and networks form
particular specialization profiles in the future-oriented fields of chemical park concept and integrated materials, chemistry for drives, sustainable chemistry and high-performance
materials.

> Chemical Park Concept und feedstock
integration

> Chemicals for drives and batteries

> Sustainable Chemistry

> High Performance Materials

> back to top

Fields of specialization - chemical industry in Saxony-Anhalt
From basic chemicals to finished chemical products - the companies in Saxony-Anhalt cover the entire value-added chain of the chemical industry.
Based on its tradition, Saxony-Anhalt has succeeded in establishing itself as a driver of innovation not only in the agrochemical and pharmaceutical sectors, but also in the fields of
detergents, construction chemicals, synthetic resins and fibres or industrial chemicals. Each of these special fields of chemistry is represented by competent players in SaxonyAnhalt.

Industrial chemicals

Agrochemicals

Pharmaceutical Chemicals

Chemical finished products
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Research, education and network
Overview of Saxony-Anhalt's competences in research, education and network.

Universities and technical colleges

Transfer and research institutions

Martin Luther University Halle-Wittenberg (MLU)

Fraunhofer Institute for Microstructure of Materials and Systems IMWS

Harz University of Applied Sciences

Fraunhofer Center for Chemical-Biotechnological Processes CBP

Merseburg Unviersity of Applied Sciences

Fraunhofer Pilot Plant Center for Polymer Synthesis and Processing PAZ
Agrochemische Institut Piesteritz e.V. (AIP)
Leistungs- und Transferzentrum »Chemie und Biosystemtechnik«
Leibniz Institute of Plant Biochemistry

Clusters and networks

CeChemNet
4Chiral
Kooperationsnetzwerk Chemie+ (Cluster Chemie/Kunststoffe Mitteldeutschland)
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